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DISCLAIMER
Walter Inu, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps
(“WALTER INU”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or
payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website
or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same
terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. WALTER INU is a community-driven project and does not
have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities
exerting any form of governance. The WALTER INU smart contracts are open-source, security audited,
permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The WALTER INU token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions
and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. WALTER INU
is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset-backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in
scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an
invitation, solicitation, or offer to invest in WALTER INU or acquire or use WALTER INU tokens in any way and
with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of WALTER INU represents and warrants that such user
has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing
and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of WALTER INU
(including the WALTER INU token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high
risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or cryptosystem, token, platform, software
or interface, including WALTER INU, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community
member directly or indirectly involved with WALTER INU, for any damage suffered, including total loss.
WALTER INU is built on the Binance Smart Chain with extremely fast 5 second block times and cheaper gas
fees than Ethereum’s network.

INTRODUCTION
Walter Inu is a community-driven meme coin that
has selected the Bull Terrier dog breed as the
face of the brand. The community is built on
sharing hilarious memes and is the first with a
community mascot dog. Walter Inu was launched
on December 21, 2021 on the Binance Smart Chain.
The original developer handed over the contract
ownership to the community as a kind gesture
towards making Walter Inu investors more like a
family. The progression of the token thus far has
shown the resiliency of the true believers. As
cryptocurrency Godfather, Elon Musk, has
tweeted, “Who controls the memes, controls the
Universe.” We truly believe we will be up there one
day as one of the top meme coins in all of the
crypto space.

ABSTRACT
Launched in December of 2021, our plan
going forward is to create a dedicated
community and prove to be a safe
investment for all who are interested in the
meme coin sector of cryptocurrency. The
strength of any meme coin is the community
and the memes that are created and shared
freely across the Internet. Keeping a good
spirit and making people laugh is what
Walter Inu is all about. Building partnerships
with other crypto projects or business
entities is something we are going to pursue
in the future. We also want to give back to
charities such as dog shelters as we get
bigger and have the funds available to do so.
We have an open mind to work with and to
give back to any entity looking to
collaborate.

TRUST WALTER
With Walter Inu being a
community-driven token, the
team aims to be as transparent
as possible with fellow investors.
There will be many contract
audits in the future to ensure
everyone’s money is safe. The
liquidity is now locked until April
20th, 2069. For any thoughts or
concerns, please feel free to email us, or reach out on any
social media platform. We will try
to get back to you as soon as
possible with full transparency.

WALTERLAND
Walterland is our first dapp
which displays many neat
features. It contains a Cross
Chain Bridge, Swap, Portfolio
Tracker, Rug Checker, Watchlist,
Multi Chart and a function that
allows you to buy crypto with
fiat. The Cross Chain bridge
allows investors to purchase
Walter Inu from other
blockchains such as Ethereum,
Matic, Avalanche, Solana, etc. You
can find this at walterland.io.

TOKENOMICS
The initial total supply of Walter Inu was 100 billion $WINU,
and has since been reduced with multiple burns that can
never be added back to the circulating supply. There is a buy
and sell tax of 11 percent on every transaction. The allocation
of this tax is 1 percent towards LP, 1 percent redistribution
to holders, and 9 percent distributed to the marketing
wallet. The reasoning behind this taxation is strengthening
the token’s liquidity which is very critical, rewarding
diamond hand-holders, and providing our team with enough
funds to get Walter Inu noticed by the entire world. The
taxes towards the marketing wallet will be reduced over
time with plans to make reflections towards holders higher,
rewarding those who believe in the long-term of Walter Inu.

THE FUTURE
The future of Walter Inu is
looking bright. Many things are
under development such as
bridging, NFTs, etc. The crypto
world, and the meme coin space
in general, are always evolving.
With that being said, the team is
always looking for ways to take
advantage of new niches while
also remaining unique. We are
investors just like everyone else,
and have everyone’s best
interest at heart.

OUR MASCOT
We pride ourselves on being
the first meme coin with our
own community mascot dog.
Our little guy, Walter, will
grow with the token, and our
community will get to see
every step of the way! You
can follow his growth and
shenanigans on our website
or follow his page on
Instagram @naughtywalter.

DAO
As we all know cryptocurrency is
evolving at a rapid pace and is
being adopted globally in these
ever-changing times. Keeping
that in mind, Walter Inu has plans
to become a full-fledged DAO
economy in the future
sponsoring and representing
some of the biggest events in the
world including but not limited to
Sports, Galas, Charities, etc.

